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Comment (optional)
Claimant, a New Orleans artisan which sells its own decorative pottery out of a Magazine St. location, appeals
its denial of a BEL claim. Apparently not qualifying under Exhibit 48 for causation, Claimant asserts its presumed
causation by claiming its entitlement to a Tourism designation. I t attaches an affidavit of its owner describing
the nature of its business and argues that it should be considered to qualify as a Tourist entity either under
NAI CS Code 452990 ("All other general merchandise stores") or 453220 (''Gift, novelty and souvenir stores"). BP
contests this, pointing to the fact that the NAI CS code used by Claimant in its earlier records (711510"Independent artists, writers, and performers") is not one contained within the listed Tourism codes--although it
admits this Jist is only illustrative. I t further argues that neither code proposed by Claimant is applicable to its
business. This panelist has carefully reviewed and generally agrees with Policy 289v2 concerning qualifying
under the Tourism designation. I ronically, this Panelist's decision was most influenced by examining Claimant's
website which was relied upon by BP in its opposition. Claimant's creations as depicted therein are exquisite and
unique, and are far beyond what would be found in a utilitarian store. The fact that its store is located on
Magazine Street, a prime tourist location in the New Orleans uptown area1 bolsters this panelist's considered
decision to overturn the denial of Claimant's Tourism designation. Especially in light of the Claimant-friendly
this decision is not
difficult.
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